
  

How Brands are Using Branded Paper 
Cups as A Marketing Tool: 5 Case Studies 
If your marketing plan doesn't include branded paper cups, you're missing out on a valuable 
opportunity. These cups are an integral part of our daily lives, found in cafes, restaurants, 
offices, and on the go. Yet, their potential as a marketing tool goes far beyond their 
practicality. 

Branded paper cups provide a distinctive avenue to reach a broad audience. Each time 
someone uses one, they encounter the brand's logo, colours, and messaging. This 
exposure contributes to heightened brand awareness and fosters positive associations. 

Uses of Branded Paper Cups in Advertising and 
Marketing 

Besides being a cost-effective promotional tool, branded paper cups serve as versatile tools 
for: 

Introducing New Products or Services 

They act as mobile billboards, effectively showcasing new offerings to potential customers. 
The eye-catching design and pertinent messaging can pique interest and curiosity. 

Highlighting Special Offers or Events 

The cup's surface offers a prime space to display time-limited promotions, special offers, or 
upcoming events, grabbing consumers' attention. 

Reinforcing Brand Values 

Businesses can communicate their core values and principles through thoughtful visuals 
and messaging. This creates a deeper connection with consumers who resonate with those 
values. 

Directing Traffic to Websites or Social Media Pages 

Including website URLs or social media handles on the cup can lead users to explore the 
brand online. This cross-channel engagement can result in increased online visibility and 
customer interaction. 



Examples of Brands Successfully Using Branded Paper 
Cups 

Naked Juices 

Naked Juice uses its branded paper cups to showcase its dedication to health and nature. 
They opted for bio coffee cups made from plant-based materials, which align with their 
green brand. 

The cups featured a simple design, underscoring their commitment to using fresh produce. 
Notably, the brand name stands out, immediately capturing the user's gaze.  

With their straightforward design, Naked Juice guaranteed their brand garnered the utmost 
attention. This is an ideal way to make the most of the ample advertising space paper cups 
provide. 

Using an eco-friendly strategy helps Naked Juices to resonate with health-conscious 
consumers. It also showcases their dedication to sustainable practices. Opting for 
biodegradable cups indicated their effort to cut environmental impact. 

Starbucks 

Starbucks, a widely recognized brand, always keeps its marketing efforts strong. They 
consistently make headlines in the beverage industry for various reasons.  

When it comes to coffee cup marketing, Starbucks leads the way. They have a natural 
advantage as a beverage brand. And they've used this to the fullest by maximizing their 
most visible branding tool—coffee cups.  

These cups are everywhere, thanks to Starbucks' extensive reach in the beverage industry. 
Their broad audience has been a significant asset in promoting their brand.  

Today, Starbucks coffee cups are a familiar sight. And the mention of Starbucks instantly 
conjures up their unique logo in our minds. Their branding efforts are undeniably paying off. 

Starbucks' paper cup design embodies simplicity. They typically feature a white background 
with the iconic green siren logo on the front. The cups also sometimes contain the words 
"Starbucks" and "Coffee" in green lettering. Some cups even come with a branded sleeve, 
often with earthy tones.  

A Starbucks cup is easily recognizable from a distance. If you're walking down the street 
with one, it stands out effortlessly. It's a testament to the power of a simple yet distinctive 
design. 



Starbucks takes a leading role in advocating for a sustainable world. They excel at adapting 
and innovating for their customers. They use a compostable paper cup design as an 
environmentally conscious brand. This aligns with their commitment to sustainability and 
reinforces their brand as a responsible one.  

Google 

Google is a household name, but it continues to strive to enhance its brand and connect 
with its audience in new ways. One way they do this is through branded paper cup 
marketing. 

Google's coffee cups are simple yet effective. They have the iconic Google logo on a white 
background. This simple design aligns with Google's clean and minimalist design ethos. 

Holding a Google-branded cup is like owning a piece of the company's identity. It's a subtle 
way for Google to extend its brand experience to its customers. 

Google's foray into branded paper cup marketing is a testament to its ability to innovate and 
adapt across diverse marketing channels. It shows that even the most established brands 
can find new ways to connect with their audience. 

Google's use of branded paper cups is a way to embed its presence in our daily lives 
further. It makes Google a ubiquitous part of our routines beyond digital interactions. 

Bupa 

Bupa takes a unique and innovative approach to paper cup marketing. They use their cups 
to promote various health services and tips for a healthy lifestyle. Bupa regularly updates 
the cup designs to create a fresh and engaging experience. 

As a health-focused brand, Bupa targeted coffee lovers, who often focus on their well-being. 
This has forged a strong link between Bupa and trusted healthcare. 

Bupa also uses sustainable cups, showing its genuine commitment to the well-being of 
individuals and the planet. With each sip, there's a subtle reminder of Bupa's dedication to a 
healthier, more sustainable world. 

HP 

When it comes to laptops, HP is a top choice. Hewlett Packard, known as HP, is a well-
known technology brand for its innovative products. HP uses a versatile marketing 
approach, featuring various strategies to reach its vast audience.  

Because their target market is so diverse, they need to be imaginative and daring. This 
includes venturing into unique branding methods like using coffee cups. One of their 
popular designs features a clean white paper cup with their logo prominently displayed. 



With branded paper cups, HP can catch the interest of its large community. Many HP users 
enjoy coffee or tea, so coffee cups are a good choice for marketing. 

Using Branded Paper Cups in Your Marketing Strategy: 
Tips for Success 

As the case studies above prove, branded paper cups can be a powerful addition to your 
marketing toolkit. Since many individuals enjoy coffee or tea, you have a built-in audience 
ready to engage with your messaging.  

Here are vital considerations when incorporating branded paper cups into your marketing 
arsenal. 

Define Your Target Audience 

Understanding your target audience is the cornerstone of any successful marketing 
campaign. Consider demographics, preferences, and behaviours to tailor your messaging 
effectively. Are you aiming to reach young professionals, health-conscious consumers, or a 
specific niche? The better you know your audience, the more precisely you can design 
paper cups. 

Embrace Sustainability 

In today's environmentally conscious landscape, choosing sustainable materials is 
paramount. Choose sustainable paper cups crafted from renewable resources and 
encourage responsible disposal practices. Demonstrating a dedication to sustainability 
resonates with environmentally-conscious consumers. 

Thoughtful Design 

The visual appeal of your branded paper cups is crucial. Ensure your design is eye-
catching, memorable, and aligns with your brand's identity. Incorporate your logo, brand 
colours, and compelling messages that convey your brand's essence. Keep the layout clean 
and uncluttered for a professional look. 

Engaging Messaging 

Craft concise and compelling messages that resonate with your target audience. Make sure 
it leaves a lasting impression, whether a tagline, a call to action, or a memorable quote.  

Use QR Codes or NFC Technology 

Enhance customer interaction by integrating technology. Include QR codes or NFC tags on 
your paper cups to enable easy access to your website, social media profiles, or special 
offers.  



Consider Seasonal or Limited-Time Campaigns 

Inject excitement into your marketing strategy by introducing seasonal or limited-time 
campaigns. These can coincide with holidays, events, or product launches, creating a 
sense of urgency. 

Branded Paper Cups: A Simple Yet Effective Marketing 
Strategy 

Branded paper cups are a simple yet effective marketing strategy for businesses of all 
sizes. They depart from the usual marketing tactics, leaving a deep and lasting impression 
on your customers.  

Each brand can leverage its unique identity to create a memorable visual impression with its 
branded paper cups. Starbucks, for example, uses a minimalist design, while Bupa uses 
vibrant and dynamic choices. 

 


